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QUESTION 1

What result will be produced by the following layout handle? 

A. On a non-anchored category page the layered navigation will be moved into the main content block. 

B. On an anchored category page the layered navigation will be moved into the main content block. 

C. On an anchored category page the layered navigation will be removed from the page. 

D. This XML will produce a syntax error. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A parent HTML element has the style position:relative". You need to position a child element within the parent so that
the child\\'s position originates from the parent element\\'s box. Which style on the child will accomplish that? 

A. position:absolute 

B. position:fixed 

C. position:relative 

D. position:static 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

If your custom frontend theme is missing an expected template file, the last place Magento will look is this directory:
______________. 

A. app/design/frontend/base/default 

B. skin/design/frontend/base/default 

C. skin/frontend/base/default 

D. app/frontend/default/default 
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E. skin/frontend/default/default 

F. app/frontend/design/default/default 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

You have a "custom/default" design package. You need to edit this file: 

/app/design/frontend/base/defauIt/template/page/html/header.Phtml 

Which method is a bad practice because the file will be overwritten during Magento upgrades? 

A. Edit the "base/default" file directly. 

B. Create a new module in "base/default" called "custom" and copy the file there for editing. 

C. Create a new package called "custom/custom" and copy the file there for editing. 

D. Copy the file to "custom/default" for editing. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the correct PHP code for adding the output of a CMS block to a template? 

A. $this->getchildcms (`myCmsBlock\\') 

B. $this->getchildHtml(`myCmsEloclc\\') 

C. $this->getChildBlock (`myCmsBlock\\') 

D. $this->getcrnsHtml(`myCmsElock\\') 

E. $this->getHtml(`myCmsBlock\\') 

Correct Answer: B 
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